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Geography Resource Kit 2019

1. Why Graffiti Removal Day?
Graffiti vandalism costs our community millions of dollars
each year.
The New South Wales Government is committed to
reducing graffiti vandalism by encouraging local
communities to get involved in the removal and prevention
of graffiti.
To support this goal the Government has established a statewide graffiti removal and prevention day known as “Graffiti
Removal Day.”
One of the main aims of Graffiti Removal Day is to highlight
the problem of graffiti vandalism in NSW communities and
encourage people to volunteer their time and get involved
n the removal and prevention of graffiti.
Graffiti Removal Day is designed to complement and
support existing community-based, volunteer graffiti
removal programs.
To deliver and promote Graffiti Removal Day the NSW
Government has partnered with Rotary Down Under.
This year Graffiti Removal Day will take place on
Sunday, 28 March 2021.
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2. Why a Geography Resource Kit?
This Geography Resource Kit (Stage 5, Year 9) provides
teachers with a range of learning activities to help students
consider the factors that contribute to enjoyable, accessible
and sustainable public spaces.
This resource kit has been developed to meet the
requirements of the NSW Education Standards Authority
(NESA) for Stage 5, Year 9 Geography, implemented in
2017.
The Geographical Concepts for Stage 5, Year 9 (NESA:
Place, Space, Environment and Sustainability)
provide a framework for students to consider
the negative social, financial and
environmental impacts of graffiti vandalism,
as well as the potential for legal graffiti
projects to deliver positive community
benefits.
The Geography Resource Kit provides a range of flexible
learning activities which teachers can easily include as part
of planned learning experiences for Stage 5, Year 9
Geography.
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3. Geographical Concepts
Stage 5 Year 9
The following Stage 5 Geographical Concepts are explored in this resource kit:

Place

Space

the significance of places and what they are like.

the significance of location and spatial distribution, and
ways people organise and manage spaces that we live
in.

Environment

the significance of the environment in human life, and the
important interrelationships between humans and the
environment.

Sustainability

the capacity of the environment to continue to
support our lives and the lives of other living
creatures into the future.
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4. Content, Outcomes and
Key Inquiry Questions

Content

Outcomes

Key inquiry
questions

Changing Places
Environmental Change and Management

A student:
• explains processes and influences that form and transform
places and environments (GE5-2)
• analyses the effect of interactions and connections between
people, places and environments (GE5-3)
• assesses management strategies for places and environments
for their sustainability (GE5-5)
• acquires and processes geographical information by selecting
and using appropriate and relevant geographical tools for
inquiry (GE5-7)
Changing places:
• Why has the world become more urbanised?
• How does urbanisation change environments and places?
• What strategies are used to manage environmental change in
urban places to enhance sustainability?
Environmental change and management:
• How do environments function?
• How do people’s worldviews affect their attitudes to and use of
environments?
• What are the causes and consequences of change in
environments and how can this change be managed?
• Why is an understanding of environmental processes and
interconnections essential for sustainable management of
environments?
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5. FAQS: GRAFFITI VANDALISM
What is Graffiti Removal Day?
The New South Wales Government (Department of Justice) is
committed to reducing graffiti vandalism across NSW communities
by encouraging local communities to get involved in the removal and
prevention of graffiti.
To achieve this goal, the Government has established a NSW-wide
graffiti removal and prevention day: Graffiti Removal Day.
Does Graffiti Removal Day really make a difference?
Yep! In 2018, GRD volunteers cleaned 21,557 square meters of illegal
graffiti across NSW, an area approximately twice the size of Sydney
Football Stadium.

“ I’ve taken kids to
watch the football or
let them go around
with me for the day
removing graffiti.
You see graffiti
removal is the
activity, but
prevention is the
relationship.””

What do you mean by ‘graffiti vandalism’?
‘Graffiti vandalism’ refers to markings and/or graphics placed on
property without the owner’s permission.

Graffiti Removal Day
2017 Local Legend
'Super' Ted.

Markings and graphics includes: spray paint, scratching, permanent markers, paste-ups and stenciling.
Is all graffiti illegal?
No, not all graffiti is illegal. You might have seen some graffiti-based projects like murals on the side of a
café, your local pool or as part of a legal ‘graffiti street walk’.
These kinds of projects require Local Council approval, or permission from the owner if on private property.
What are the fines for illegal graffiti?
Illegal graffiti or vandalism can attract a fine of up to $2,200 or 12 months imprisonment. If you are under
18 and found carrying graffiti equipment in public (like permanent markers, spray paint, stencils etc.) you
can receive a fine of $440 or 6 months imprisonment.
Why is illegal graffiti such a big deal?
There’s a bunch of reasons why illegal graffiti is such a big deal.
Community groups and other community-based services, like Basketball Clubs, PCYCs and Youth Centres
would prefer to use their budget to provide great services to the community – rather than cleaning up
illegal graffiti. When illegal graffiti trashes a community building or centre, these groups often end up
removing the graffiti themselves. This costs a whole lot of time and money.
http://www.crimeprevention.nsw.gov.au/Pages/cpd/protectcommunity/graffitivandalism/facts_and_figures.aspx
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6. What makes a suburb great?
Learning activity:
In small groups, students
develop a criteria short-list for
creating a “great public space
that the whole suburb can
enjoy”.
The ‘Council General Manager
for the Day’ brainstorm
encourages students to
consider that different
community members have
different needs and use public
spaces differently.

Scenario
Five huge blocks of land right next door to your school have
been empty for as long as you can remember.
One Monday morning a message from the local Council pops
on your Facebook feed:
“We need your help!
A budget has been approved to transform 1-9 High School
Street into a great public space.
We need to design a public space that the whole suburb can
enjoy.
We need you to identify 5 top priorities that we can include in a
design plan for this space.”
+ Students could google image search or use google earth to

share with their group parks or places they have visited that are
an example of a great public space.
+ Provide students with a few days to document on their phone

or tablet, their favourite features of where the live.
+ Students share their images with the class and briefly

summarise why it’s a top feature:
eg. the local pool is somewhere you can hang-out with friends,
PCYC is open late on Fridays for sport.
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Top ten priorities for a great public space

Questions for students to
consider:
Would your elderly
neighbour be able to use this
space?
What would make the space
feel safe?
What would the space look
like?
How would the space be
different from other spaces
in your suburb?

Top five priorities to provide to council

How do different people
define what is meant by “a
great public space”?
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6. What makes a suburb great?
12 Quality Criteria for Places
Protection from traffic
Protection from crime
Protection from the elements
A place to walk
A place to stop and stand
A place to sit
Things to see
Opportunities for conversations
Opportunities for play Humanscale
Opportunities to enjoy good
weather
Aesthetic quality
Jan Gehl and Lars Gemzoe
Source:
http://gehlpeople.com/approach/

Look online:
12 Quality Criteria for Places
Gehl (http://gehlpeople.com) is a design group that “creates cities
for people”. They work with Councils across the world to help design
quality places for people.
As part of their own work, Gehl developed their own short-list
opposite.
Questions for students to consider:
Can you think of examples in your suburb, or an area you have
visited, for each criteria listed opposite?
Does your short-list have any similarities with Gehl and Gemzoe’s
list?
Is there criteria you hadn’t even considered?
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7. What makes a suburb not so great?
Snoop your suburb!
Use your phone, tablet or google maps to…
Collect photos on your phone or tablet (drop pins in
Google Maps) of graffiti vandalism in your local area.
This could be on your way to school, in the streets
surrounding your school, or within your school.

Questions for students to consider:
Is there good lighting in that area?
Is the area exposed and open to the public?
Is the area busy?
Are there any areas where there is no illegal graffiti?
What features make it difficult or not so easy to
vandalise?

LEARNING ACTIVITY
OVERVIEW
Students consider their own
local area and where graffiti
vandalism occurs.
Students identify key factors
that might contribute to
why illegal graffiti occurs
where it does.
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What are the key factors?
Location of graffiti
eg: Train underpass

Graffiti-free location
eg: Police station

Factors
eg: Train underpass is poorly lit which means it easy to
vandalise without anyone noticing.

Factors
eg: Too easy for people to get caught
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8. Can you stop graffiti vandalism?
Look up your Local Council’s website and
search ‘crime prevention’ or ‘reducing
crime through design’.
What did you find?

LEARNING ACTIVITY
OVERVIEW
Students are introduced to
the ‘Principles of Crime
Prevention through
Environmental Design’
(CPTED) used by councils,
planners and business to
minimise graffiti vandalism in
the community.
Students consider the
benefits of the different
measures and the context it
would be most effective in.

Look online:
http://designingoutcrime.com/about/
Designing Out Crime research centre (DOC) is a partnership
between the NSW Department of Justice and the University of
Technology Sydney.
Have a look at the Our Work section to see what they do.
http://designingoutcrime.com/our-work/
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Preventing or minimising graffiti
vandalism
Remove it quickly
Keep it clean
Fence it out

Remove illegal graffiti as soon as possible. This way, the graffiti isn’t
around long enough for people to see it.
Keeping the property clean and free of rubbish.
This can show that you care about the property and you won’t accept
vandalism.
Fencing like metal ‘cyclone fencing’ or a timber fence is a tricky surface to
graffiti. Textured surfaces are difficult to spray paint which means that
any illegal graffiti will be hard to read.

Paint it out

Painting surfaces with darker colours can mean that any illegal graffiti is
less noticeable. Not so satisfying for anyone wanting to get kudos for
their illegal graffiti.

Protect it

For areas that are vandalised again and again, graffiti resistant materials
or protective coatings can be used so that the graffiti can be removed
without damaging the surface underneath.

Plant it out

Planting vegetation in front of walls and fences so people cannot see the
graffiti.

Secure it
Light it up
Design it better
Report it

Make walls and other flat surfaces hard to get to by installing locks,
fences and gates. Secure items such as benches, barbecues and wheelie
bins so they can’t be used to gain access to walls or rooftops.
Dark areas are easy for people to hang around in without being noticed by
other members of the public – so less risk of getting caught in the illegal
graffiti act. Sensor lights and lighting may help reduce illegal graffiti.
Public spaces can be designed to better: easy access for all people, open
areas, good lighting, connection with other buildings and public areas,
public gardens, legal street art walks.
Report graffiti vandalism to the NSW Graffiti Hotline as soon as you see it;
it’s a free call: 1800 707 125.
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8. Can you stop graffiti vandalism?
Use the graffiti sites you found in your suburb and match against a Prevention Principle below. For
each Principle, think about the following:
C: Cost – high, medium, low? ST: Short-term solution? LT: Longer-term solution?

Prevention principle

Remove it quickly
Keep it clean
Fence it out
Paint it out
Protect it
Plant it out
Secure it
Light it up
Design it better
Report it

Site or example you’ve seen

C

ST

LT
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9. Legal graffiti: design it better
LEARNING ACTIVITY
OVERVIEW
Students consider how
different Councils are using
legal graffiti projects to
prevent graffiti vandalism in
their community.

Legal graffiti projects can have a really positive impact on
reducing graffiti vandalism in the community.
Use one of the two case studies on the following pages (or research
another Council or non-government organisation in NSW) to
understand how legal graffiti projects might deliver positive
community outcomes.
Then use the GRD Grant Application at the back of this kit to develop
a graffiti prevention idea for your school or community.

Legal, community-based
graffiti projects can deliver a
range of positive outcomes
for different communities.
Questions for students to consider:
What kind of guidelines would a Council need to have before they
decide what kind of legal graffiti projects they take on?
What are some of the possible community benefits of legal graffiti
projects?
Have you noticed any legal street art projects in your area?
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Perfect Match: Inner West Council

‘Perfect Match Public Art
Program Guidelines for
Property Owners –
Residents and Businesses’
This document outlines how
the Perfect Match Art
Program works, as well
as the kind of background
information needed from
property owners.
Search for the link at:
www.innerwest.nsw.gov.au
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www.abc.net.au/news/2017-04-03/street-art-replacesunwanted-graffiti-in-sydneys-inner-west/8385372
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Street art walk: Blue Mountains Council
Street Art
Murals
Australia
(SAMA) is a
project of
Mountains
Youth
Services
Team.

Based in the Blue Mountains in New South Wales, the organisation delivers legal street-art projects for
businesses and Councils.
After ticking all the boxes for legal, heritage, planning and stakeholder requirements and securing some
additional resources through crowd funding, in 2013 SAMA launched ‘The Street Art Walk’, a legal, public,
outdoor gallery space featuring both local and international street artists.
Search for the link at:
www.bluemountainsculturalcentre.com.au/street-art-walk/
For more about SAMAs Street Art Walk,
watch the video above at: www.bluemountainsculturalcentre.com.au/street-art-walk/
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